OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF COMMERCIAL TAXES, ODISHA, CUTTACK

No. 17288/CT., Pol-41/1/2017

Dated. 23.11.2017

NOTIFICATION

In pursuance of section 168 of the Odisha Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (Odisha Act 7 of 2017) (hereinafter referred to as the said Act) and clause (b) of sub-rule (1) of rule 40 of the Odisha Goods and Service Tax Rules, 2017, I, Saswat Mishra, I.A.S., Commissioner of State Tax, do hereby extend the time limit for making a declaration in FORM GST ITC-O1, by the registered persons, who have become eligible during the months of July, 2017, August, 2017 and September, 2017, to the effect that they are eligible to avail the input tax credit under subsection (1) of section 18 of the said Act, till the 30th day of November, 2017.

(Saswat Mishra, I.A.S.)
Commissioner of State Tax
Odisha, Cuttack

Memo No. /CT 17289

Dated. 23/11/2017

Copy forwarded to the Principal Secretary to Finance Department, Government of Odisha for kind information.

Commissioner of State Tax
Odisha, Cuttack

Memo No. /CT 17290

Dated. 23/11/2017

Copy in duplicate is forwarded to the Director, Printing, (Stationery and Publication), Odisha Madhupatna, Cuttack for publication in the Odisha Gazette. This is a
statutory notification and hence shall bear SRO number. 25 copies of the same may please be supplied to this office.

_Dhar_ Commissioner of State Tax
Odisha, Cuttack

Memo No. /CT 17291 Dated.______/______/2017

Copy forwarded to all Special Commissioners / All Additional Commissioners (H.O.)/ Additional Commissioner (Vigilance)/ JCSTs of all the Territorial Ranges /DCSTs in charge of all the Enforcement Ranges/ Vigilance Divisions/ All DCSTs/ACSTs/ STOs in charge of Circles/Assessment Units/ STOs in charge of Investigation Units for information and necessary action.

_Dhar_ Commissioner of State Tax
Odisha, Cuttack

Memo No. /CT 17292 Dated.______/______/2017

Copy forwarded to the ACST (IT)/ System Analyst for information they are requested to take necessary steps for placing the notification in the CTD web-site for general information.

_Dhar_ Commissioner of State Tax
Odisha, Cuttack

5 spare copies to Policy Section
5 spare copies to Library